DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RWY 1: Climb heading 011°, thence....
TAKEOFF RWY 10: Climb heading 110°, thence....
TAKEOFF RWY 19: Climb heading 191°, thence....
TAKEOFF RWY 28: Climb heading 281°, thence....

.... on RADAR vectors to assigned route/fix. Maintain 4000. Expect clearance to requested altitude/flight level 10 minutes after departure. Turbojets filed over ACOVE, ARNII, DBABE, JEFFF, PAYGE, SYR, SAX, JFK, CMK, PWL, IGN, requesting flight levels, expect a vector to the vicinity of the ALB, R-343/25 DME (or GALWA) expect on course leaving 14000.